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Titel: Kollaborativt lärande för en interprofessionell hälso- och sjukvårdspraktik
– Studenters uppfattningar om lärande genom kollaborativt skapande och användande av wikis i en 
problembaserad lärmiljö. 

Författare: Björn Asserhed

Handledare: Elaine Sjögren & Mattias Ekstedt

SAMMANFATTNING
Introduktion: Wikis är fleranvändarplattformar som har använts i högre utbildning med goda 
resultat för lärande. Som kunskapsartefakter bär de både semiotiska och materiella aspekter, som 
potentiellt kan omsättas för kollaborativt lärande och i bedömning av interprofessionellt och 
problembaserat lärande genom portfolio.

Syfte: Syftet med denna studie var att utforska studenters uppfattningar om lärande genom 
kollaborativt skapande och användande av wikis.

Metod: Sexton studenter från ett interprofessionellt kursmoment deltog i studien. 
Semistrukturerade intervjuer användes och data analyserades med en kvalitativ fenomenografisk 
ansats. 

Resultat: Informanternas uppfattningar om lärande genom kollaborativt skapande och användande 
av wikis beskrivs som en hierarki bestående av fyra kategorier, som representerar studiens 
utfallsrum:

I. Kursuppgiftsorienterad textsamling
II. Tentamenskompendium
III. Representativ kunskapsartefakt
IV. Kunskapsartefakt för framtida professionell praktik

Konklusion: Studenternas olika uppfattningar av lärande genom kollaborativt skapande och 
användande av wikis som utfallsrummet representerar kan uttryckas som variationer av hur man ser 
på den produkt man skapar, den process som skapandet innebär och vart man syftar med wiki-
arbetet. Från ett ytligt uppgiftsorienterat arbete till djupare kontextuellt lärande. En wiki kan rätt 
utformad stödja problembaserat lärande och bedömning genom portfolio såväl som 
interprofessionellt lärande för framtida professionell praktik. 

Nyckelord: Kollaborativt lärande, wiki, kunskapsartefakter, problembaserat lärande, 
Fenomenografi.
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Wikis are multiuser platforms that have been used with positive results for learning 
in higher education. As knowledge artefacts they include both semiotic and material aspects that 
could potentially be realized through collaborative learning and the assessment of interprofessional 
and problem based learning using portfolios.

Purpose: The aim of the present study is to investigate students’ perceptions of learning through the
the collaborative creation and use of wikis.

Method: Sixteen students from an interprofessional course module participated in the study. The 
thesis uses semi-structured interviews with a qualitative phenomenographic approach. 

Results: The informants’ perceptions of learning through the collaborative creation and use of wikis
are described as a four category hierarchy that represents the outcome space:

I. Course task oriented compilation of texts
II. Preparatory exam compendium
III. Representative knowledge artefact
IV. Knowledge artefact for future professional practice

Conclusion: Students’ different perceptions of learning through the collaborative creation and use 
of wikis as presented as the outcome space can be understood as variations of how they perceive the
resulting product, the process involved and the orientation of the wiki work, from a surface and task
oriented work to deeper contextual learning. Well designed, wiki support problem based learning 
and assessment using portfolios as well as interprofessional learning for future professional 
practice.

Keywords: Collaborative learning, wiki, Knowledge artefacts, Problem based learning, 
Phenomenography
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1 Introduction
Health care is an activity of high concern for the modern society. It is carried out twenty-four hours 
a day, seven days per week at many locations and is organized to best support the citizens with 
services of high quality. Demands on the health care organizations are often high. New medicals, 
inventions and strategies are developed, providing health services with new possibilities as well as 
new expenses. In high cost services much is to be gained by good organization of resources, 
personnel, tools and work spaces. This task does not come naturally at the different levels of the 
service institutions. Learning needs to take place at individual, group and organizational levels in 
educational programs as well as in work based learning. 

Medical doctors, nurses, assistant nurses, physiotherapists, occupational therapist, speech therapist 
and other professions work together around the patient. A culture of collaboration in the health care 
team is an asset that makes a difference for the quality of the care that the patient receives. Recent 
perspectives in the social sciences tries to provide understanding of collaboration as a full 
experience, including the persons, identities, tools, spaces and material settings of collaboration. 
Some tools and artefacts are in fact spaces for professional rendezvous. The electronic patient 
record (EPR) is one example of this. The EPR acts like a hub for the collaborative operation and 
represents the patient, or the emergent knowledge about the patient. Collaboration between 
professions with tools and knowledge artefacts demands a deep understanding of the health care 
team and setting. This understanding needs to be addressed in the professional education programs 
for students to develop metacognitive skills to interact and collaborate in the interprofessional 
environment to improve the quality of care.1

wikis are primarily known as more or less open web encyclopedia services that are created by their 
users. The present study addresses learning through collaboration around wikis in a problem based 
learning context and relates to several areas of research concerning professional health care 
education. Problem based learning (PBL) is a process that involves both group and individual 
learning. Interprofessional learning (IPL) brings forth the demands on collaborative competence. 
Computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) addresses the involvement of information and 
communication technology (ICT) tools and resources available for collaboration. This master 
degree project draws from research in these different areas in the investigation of students 
perception of learning using wikis, using a phenomenographic approach in the context of a 
development project at Linköping University that focuses on the use of portfolio in 
interprofessional course elements. 

2 Background
In this section I present the main background against which I work and the most relevant research 
results in relation to this study. Research in a PBL setting, where online elements are integrated, and
studies regarding the use of asynchronous collaborative tools, like wikis, that result in collaborative 
knowledge artefacts that are possible to add to a student portfolio, are of particular relevance. 

1. Wilhelmsson, M., Pelling, S., Uhlin, L., Dahlgren, L-O, Faresjö, T. & Forslund, K. (2012).
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2.1 Problem based learning onsite and online
In professional health care practice, an atomistic knowledge perspective is not enough to fully 
understand the grounds for acting professionally, neither to analyze learning in the situation. Rather,
the practice is perceived as a patient oriented interprofessional team effort, that holds manifold 
demands on the players. This must be taken into account when designing education for health care 
professionals. Problem based learning (PBL) can in many ways be thought of as a mirror of the 
professional site.2 

According to Barrows, PBL takes its starting point in the real world and realistic professional 
scenarios on a thematic basis. It avoids atomistic approaches to learning to better prepare the 
student for future practice. Designing learning for professional practice needs to have in mind the 
risk of neglecting the gap between the educational site and the professional site. This gap was one 
of the defining problems behind PBL, and a reason for building on contextualization of the core 
concepts from the beginning. The group learning environment of PBL is also a reflection of the 
professional team based practice of health care. PBL builds on a shared ownership of the learning 
task that brings responsibilities of the individual in relation to the group members as well as to him- 
or herself. Though more traditional lectures may be offered and a fair amount of individual work is 
needed, the group is the main arena of learning.3 

In addition to shared ownership of the learning task, contextualization of the core concepts, 
interactive learning environment, thematizing learning, Dahlgren adds meta-reflection to PBL.4 A 
PBL base group is trained to reflect on the group practice in the areas of problem processing, group 
dynamics and self directed learning. 

de Graaff and Kolmos see three common characteristics in different implementations of PBL 
education; the curriculum structure, the learning process and the assessment.5 The curriculum is 
built around themes and each theme presents a number of cases that are related to professional 
practice, for example as a description of a patient. The cases are analyzed using a step-by-step 
process or method. The learning process is mainly situated in self-directed small groups and is 
facilitated by a teacher. The group sessions are organized so that the individual work adds to the 
groups knowledge. When assessing the students, de Graaff and Kolmos say, methods should be 
used that are compatible with the objectives of the learning process, for example progress testing 
rather than isolated facts knowledge testing.6 

PBL is revolving around the group process, the process of self directed learning and the problem 
processing. A PBL group is following a structured model for problem processing that can be 
described as a nine step process. In the first step, the group reads the scenario, that can be a text, 
picture or in some other form, and decides on the central phenomena of the situation. Then, through 
brainstorming, the collective perception of the scenario is widened and verbalized and selected 
problem areas are identified. In the fourth step the group makes an inventory of their knowledge 
about the areas they have decided on and then form questions to investigate along with learning 
objectives that resonate with the learning objectives of the course themes. After this first session, 
the students individually find answers to the questions and learn about the problem areas. In the 

2. L'Ecuyer, K.M., Pole, D., Leander, S.H. (2015).
3. Barrows, H. (1985). 
4. Dahlgren, L. O. (2009). 
5. de Graaff, E. & Kolmos, A. (2003).
6. de Graaff, E. & Kolmos, A. (2003).
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second session the group discuss their findings on a general level and finally tries to apply it on the 
initial scenario.7 This model is highly interactive in a healthy group. The group is supported by a 
tutor, that is guiding rather than steering the group. Learning emerges in the polarity between 
individual and group. 

Online PBL can be blended or exclusively online, synchronous or asynchronous and tightly or 
loosely coupled. A fundamental question is whether online tools are helpful for PBL methodology. 
In a study of an IPL course with a few of the groups exclusively online, McKenna et al. found that 
distance education using online education means does not necessarily set limits for effective IPE 
learning.8 Along with other positive effects on learning, Soosaya & Rethinasamy found in a mixed 
method study, that a blended approach to PBL, carried out both online and offline, enhanced the 
group interaction.9 Blended PBL could also mean that during a part of a course the students are 
away from campus and only meet online. Strømsø et al. did a quantitative study of medical students
in Oslo during a course with this kind of setting. Even though the students were less active in PBL 
groups online and expected less of the tutor, the online environment ”did not affect the the 
participants’ use of regulating strategies or their mental models of learning”.10 None of these studies 
reports on the ways of assessment and examination in the respective courses.

According to Savin-Baden there are relatively few studies that documents the experience of 
students in online PBL.11 Through focus group interviews Duncan et al. discovered that the blended 
asynchronous PBL tasks, using discussion boards, led to a more student-centred focus in learning 
and development of group cohesion.12 Potts adds that sharing material in an online group is 
generally a positive experience, but it could also bring anxiety to students.13 

2.2 Interprofessional and collaborative learning
Interprofessional Education (IPE) is defined as when “students from two or more professions learn 
about, from and with each other to enable effective collaboration and improve health outcomes”.14 
Learning is sometimes used to indicate a less formal sense of education. While learning can occur 
both during formal education and during professional practice, education is used in contrast to 
professional practice. In the case of this study IPE and IPL are considered as interchangeable 
concepts. In general, IPL emphasizes the aspects of learning that take place when students from 
different professions or professional orientations collaborate. In the professional health care practice
many different professions interact and collaborate around the patient. In professional education it is
therefore not enough to only learn one’s own professional practice. The concept of professionality 
needs to include the competence of collaboration with other professions, such as mutual 
understanding and respect of roles and professions, ability to interprofessionally develop and work 
constructively in organizations and ability to facilitate interprofessional activities.15 IPL clearly 
holds a highly collaborative orientation. Education needs to offer spaces for collaborative efforts 

7. Lund, E. & Silén, C. (2001). The model has been further developed since this text was published. 
8. McKenna, L., Palermo, C., Williams, B., Brown, T. (2014).
9. Soosaya, A.E.R. & Rethinasamy, S. (2013).
10. Strømsø, H.I., Grøttum, P. & Hofgaard Lycke, K. (2004), p. 390.
11. Savin-Baden, M. (2007). 
12. Duncan, M.J., Smith, M., Cook, K. (2013). 
13. Potts, H.W.W. (2011).
14. WHO, (2010).
15. Barr, H. (1998); Oandasan, I & Reeves, S. (2005).
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where discussion and reflection on professionality can take place.

A general definition on collaboration for the sake of this study could be: ”Collaboration involves 
participants jointly working together on a task and not by dividing it into individual sub-tasks that 
are later assembled”16 and collaboration ”is an intersubjective space in which the students operate”, 
either tightly or loosely coupled.17 Collaboration is viewed both as joint working and intersubjective
space. 

Illeris denotes collaborative learning especially to Computer Supported Collaborative Learning 
(CSCL) and defines it in distinguishing between social, collective and collaborative learning:18 

Social learning is employed in the connections with the interactions dimension in individual 
learning. 
Collective learning is employed in the special contexts in which a group of people with wide-
ranging uniform backgrounds in a field enter a learning context where the social situation 
contributes to them learning the same thing. 
Collaborative learning is employed in connection in approaches where a group of people try to 
learn and develop something together. 

The development of internet based learning platforms and social media in general offers many 
different resources for education. What is often called Web 2.0, a set of new techniques providing 
tighter interaction between systems and users, has made computer supported collaboration more 
common also in education. Different approaches to computer supported education are presented 
under different tags. Information Communication and Technology (ICT) represents the tool. 
’Blended learning’, ’Technology enhanced learning’ (TEL) or ’augmented learning’ are highly 
interchangeable concepts. Here, learning is situated both at the educational site and online in some 
way, not necessarily collaborative. ’E-learning’ takes place exclusively online, without onsite 
education, but possibly collaborative to its nature. ’Computer Supported Collaborative Learning’ 
(CSCL) brings blended (online/onsite) and collaborative learning together. Collaborative learning is
the main focus, not technology. Online education can be online-only or extended face-to-face 
communication. Techniques can be divided into two main categories; synchronous and 
asynchronous. Synchronous communication is different kinds of live or direct communication, like 
chat or web-conferencing with streaming video. Asynchronous communication happens out-of-
time, sending an email message or posting to a forum, without expecting an immediate response.19 
wiki technology is asynchronous. Problem based learning is often supported by different computer 
based resources or tools provided through some learning platform. There are examples of courses 
and educational programs that are located exclusively online, referred to as ePBL.20 This 
arrangement, using combination of synchronous and asynchronous technologies, puts higher 
demands on facilitators, since it brings new complexities to the learning situation. Since PBL is a 
combination of individual and collaborative learning processes, it is important to design the online 
arrangement with this in mind. CSCL is the concept term of choice in this study, as an 
asynchronous, blended collaborative tool is used in the virtual learning environment that is provided
by Linköping University.

16. Dillenbourg, P. (1999).
17. Larusson, J.A. & Alterman, R. (2009), p. 372.
18. Illeris, K. (2007), p. 121.
19. Ellaway, R. & Masters, K. (2008).
20. Ellaway, R. & Masters, K. (2008).
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2.3 Learning portfolio 
The portfolio, initially from the collection of work of an artist, is the collection of evidence for 
artistry skill development. In case of education, it signifies that learning has taken place21. 
Furthermore, the portfolio gives the students an opportunity to formatively reflect on their learning, 
in an assessing dialog with the teacher. Sometimes, the portfolio is also used for summative 
assessment, providing assessors with evidence of requested outcomes. For portfolios to be practical 
for education, the instrument needs to be planned and supported by teachers and the teaching 
organization. Mentor support is emphasized by Tochel et al.22 The portfolio should be mandatory for
students or it will not be considered important. There is some evidence that portfolios can be 
effective for learning when well implemented. The support for assessment using portfolios is not 
strong according to Tochel et al. An electronic portfolio system needs training to avoid too much 
dependence on students technical ability and knowledge.23 Portfolios are reported to have positive 
effects on generic knowledge management competences like knowledge sharing, innovation, 
acquisition, application, and accumulation.24

Eddy & Lawrence presents real life examples of examinations using wikis, one being an e-portfolio.
They lift the fact that evaluation is done multiple times and examination thus becomes a process, 
just as learning can be considered a process. Also, the e-portfolio can contain multiple media 
formats and therefore provide rich opportunities for ’experiential evaluation’. During the program, 
the portfolio is evaluated by multiple teachers. The portfolio assessment gives students the 
possibility of choosing what artefacts and examples they find to best suit the outcomes.25 

2.4 Wiki artefacts
Ludvigsen et al. defines knowledge artefacts as ”objects that combine material and semiotic 
aspects”.26 As in the case of portfolio, the term comes from cultural sphere with connotations to 
historical objects. In recent CSCL research it is often used interchangeably with tools or instruments
or even resources.27 Learning is here defined as an intersubjective building of shared knowledge, 
rather than changes of mental states or cognitive schemas. With Ludvigsen et al: ”Knowledge 
building centrally involves the formation and refinement of artefacts, such as texts, diagrams or 
models, which embody the knowledge as physical or virtual objects in the world.”28 Ludvigsen et al.
presents a view on knowledge artefacts as having multiple roles in collaborative learning. On one 
hand, it is the object of evidence of learning that can be assessed – a representation of the 
knowledge that is shared. This relates to how the summative role of portfolios can be perceived. 
The collaborative artefact is also a space of learning, where collaborative activities unfold and 
knowledge emerges. The artefact therefore plays an all but passive role in collaborative learning.29

The Johansson et al. study on learning and assessment through the use of individual PBL briefs that 
could be considered as a form of knowledge artefact. Their study shows that the learning process in 

21. Challis, M. (1999). 
22. Tochel, C. et al. (2009).
23. Tochel, C. et al. (2009).
24. Chang, C., Tseng, K., Liang, C., Chen, T. (2013). 
25. Eddy, P.L. & Lawrence, A. (2013).
26. Ludvigsen, S., Stahl, G., Law, N. & Cress, U. (2015), p. 1.
27. See for example Stahl, G. (2012).
28. Ludvigsen, S., Stahl, G., Law, N. & Cress, U. (2015), p. 2.
29. Ludvigsen, S., Stahl, G., Law, N. & Cress, U. (2015).
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PBL is supported by the use of writing briefs as it brings reflection and articulation of knowledge.30 
This is taken for evidence of possible support for learning by using the wiki concept, as a 
collaborative version of the PBL brief. 

wiki, as a case of knowledge artefacts, are mostly known from the net-encyclopedia wikipedia as an
open source collection of lexical knowledge in all sorts of areas. Wikis are mainly text oriented, but 
open to images and videos and are typical examples of asynchronous collaborative tools. Wikis are 
being reported to be used relatively frequently in university education.31 In reviewing the research 
on wiki uses for learning Stephens et al. finds that wikis are potentially effective tools for IPL 
education and practice. Working with a wiki around IPL issues addresses both knowing about, as 
well working with each others’ professions. ”Knowledge of each other’s roles, communication 
skills development, willingness to work together, trust and mutual respect for each other’s 
capabilities”.32 The wiki concept is possible to apply in all sorts of settings, the main principle being
a collaborative effort of building an artefact of knowledge that exceeds the individual sphere of 
knowing. With Moskaliuk et al: ”The wiki technology enables users to become an active part of a 
knowledge-building community by sharing their own knowledge with others.”33 Using a cognitive 
language tradition, participants externalize knowledge in writing, editing, complementing texts. 
When a polarity is perceived between what is found in the wiki and what the participant know about
a certain subject, a contributing practice is activated.34

Ronteltap describes the building of a CSCL tool at University of Maastricht as support to blended 
PBL. While the focus is on the tool building process, some valuable conclusions are presented. He 
states that the fulfilled goal of the tool is to make students more active participators in the learning 
collaboration. Collaboration is made through activities of explaining, conflicting, information 
searching, negotiation, evaluating comparison and reflecting. A well designed tool supports the 
interaction in the students construction of knowledge. The use of an asynchronous CSCL tool, like a
wiki, gives the students the possibility to return to communication texts.35 

When it comes to collaboration and wikis, Judd et al. report findings of a mixed study of student 
wiki content, including a discussion board. They found that what first seemed like a high level of 
collaboration in writing, editing and commenting turned out to be a lot of parallel work – 
cooperation rather than collaboration. The distribution of activities was also uneven among the 
participants and many contributions were often made on only one day or occasion.36

 A collaborative PBL wiki was tested as a tool for professional development for first-year 
undergraduate campus based medical students. With a mixed researched approach, using a short 
survey and focus groups, the study aimed to discover the effect of using wikis for students 
professional development. The results showed that the wiki helped in creating positive group 
dynamics, essential for collaborative learning. Additionally, wikis acted both as a shared knowledge
base on professionalism and as a starting point for collaborative reflection on professionalism.37 

30. Johansson, M., Sandén, P., och Johansson, A. (2011).
31. Alias, N., DeWitt, D., Siraj, S., Nor Atifah Syed Kamaruddin, S., Khairul Azman Md Daud, M. (2013).
32. Stephens, M., Robinson, L., McGrath, D. (2013).
33. Moskaliuk, J., Kimmerle, J., Cress, U. (2012), p. 1049.
34. Moskaliuk, J., Kimmerle, J., Cress, U. (2012).
35. Ronteltap, F. (2006) 
36. Judd, T., Kennedy, G. & Cropper, S. (2010).
37. Vargas-Atkins, Dangerfield & Brigden (2010).
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A better understanding of the possible ways that students perceive collaborative wiki work helps 
course designers to better understand and facilitate students collaborative learning for future health 
care practice. While recent research on several different related subjects are present, there is a lack 
of research that integrates collaboration, digital artefacts and PBL and IPL, from the student 
perspective. To be able to use wikis for collaborative IPL learning support in PBL education in a 
more reflected way there seems to be a need for further research.

3 Aim
The aim of the present study is to investigate students’ perceptions’ of learning through the 
collaborative creation and use of wikis. 

4 Method
This master degree project used a qualitative approach since the aim was to investigate students’ 
perceptions of learning through the collaborative creation and use of wikis. The aim and the 
epistemology guides the choice of method and analysis of the phenomenon. In this part, the method 
and methodology of the study is presented. 

4.1 Methodology
A phenomenographic methodology approach was used in the present study. Phenomenography, first
formed by Marton, Säljö and Dahlgren at the University of Gothenburg during the 1970s and 80s, 
operates under the assumption that there can be multiple interpretations of reality and that there 
exist only constructions of reality.38 Like phenomenology it studies how people experience 
phenomena, but focuses on how descriptions of them are qualitatively different. The different views
represent what is called the outcome space. According to phenomenography and the associated 
variation theory, the variations within the outcome space are assumed to have structural 
relationships. The focus of research is to understand the structures behind and along variations of 
views. Phenomenography is often used in learning research since variation of views are necessary 
for learning.39 

4.2 Context of study
At the  Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences IPL has for many years primarily offered in three 
modules in the professions programs, HEL1 (Health, Etics and Learning), HEL2 (Improvement 
project) and KUA (clinical training ward). After a faculty initiated investigation of the possibilities 
to further develop IPL, a restructuring of the IPL-modules was started with the goal of inception in 
autumn 2016. A research project was started with the aims of analyzing the possibility of using the 
portfolio as a learning and assessment tool and the introduction of new learning activities. From the 
fall of 2015 two learning activities were tested, that eventually might become part of a portfolio 
examination, one being the individual PBL brief.40 This task was used as a means of learning 
support as well as formative assessment. As a form of individual documentation it was tied to the 
PBL cycle and gives a starting point for the discussion and application in the continuing group 
learning process. The briefs were shared with the group, in the group’s document library of the 
virtual learning environment, also available to the tutor. The other learning activity was the Group 

38. Marton, F. & Booth, S. (1997).
39. Stenfors-Hayes, T., Hult, H. & Abrandt Dahlgren, M. (2013).
40. In Swedish Individuellt basgruppsunderlag (IBU). 
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PBL brief, using a wiki-tool, an internet based knowledge collaboration tool, that was available in 
the virtual learning environment. As indicated in the name, the group PBL brief is intended as a 
continuation of the individual brief, but tied to the course module themes rather than scenarios of 
the PBL cycle. 

In the studied HEL1 module, the total number of students was around 500, representing medicine, 
nursing, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy and biomedical science. The more 
than 50 PBL base groups of ideally eight students, were divided into clusters of four groups each, 
that met in four thematic seminars/workshops during the eight week course. In the seminars, the 
group wikis were used for peer group assessment and as a starting point for student driven learning 
activities. In the end of the course, each group had built their own study guide, with content on the 
three themes (Health, Etics and Learning).

The interprofessional module HEL1 was designed as a sub course within the frame of each 
program. The wiki task in this module was structured as three sub wikis along the themes health, 
ethics and learning. Each theme had its own group cluster seminar. Health and ethics seminar was 
arranged for the groups to give feedback to another group in the cluster, which meant they had to 
carefully study the other groups wiki. In addition to this they should also pic something they found 
especially interesting from that wiki to creatively develop and share with the other groups. 

The virtual learning environment at Linköping University is called LISAM. It is based on the 
Microsoft Sharepoint platform and is managed ’in the cloud’ by Microsoft. Development and 
adaptation is done locally. Course sites, with documents, groups and members are managed by 
course administrators. Content is uploaded by teachers and students. Each group had its own sub-
site including a document library and a wiki webpage library. The editing experience (Figure 1) 
resembles the online Word editor in the Microsoft Sharepoint environment. 

Figure 1: LISAM wiki editor example. 

In each group cluster of three or four groups, the groups had access to read the other groups wikis. 
Only the members of the group could create or edit their wiki. The LISAM course web, with all 
wikis, other documents and comments is internal and not open for the public domain. 
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4.3 Selection and data collection
All students in the module were invited to take part in the study (see Appendix 1) in the beginning 
of the module. Firstly, via a written distributed invitation via electronic mail to all students with a 
very low response. In addition to this a verbal invitation was given at a full course lecture. Finally 
the invitation was added to the course web page. Since the HEL1 module is located at the very start 
of their programs the different programs that the informants represent have not been taken into 
consideration as a reason for bias in the results and therefore not been a criteria for selection. 16 
students from the different health related programs at the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences 
answered and participated in the study. Nine were female and seven male, around 19-30 years of 
age, at the first semester of their educational programs. In general the informants were comfortable 
with the ICT environment. Only one student described difficulties in editing the wiki.

Individual interviews were chosen for this study since it helps in reaching the depth needed for the 
analysis of the material in the study of students’ perceptions using phenomenography.41 Semi-
structured interviews were used with the help of an interview guide (see Appendix 2) to open for the
informants to give thick descriptions of their views. The guide was structured around a few main 
themes and supported by probing questions to clarify, elaborate and confirm the views of the 
interviewees. A pilot interview was held with a student in one of my own groups with no substantial
changes to the interview guide. Another 15 student interviews were held and since the goal is to 
encompass maximum variation of student perceptions the pilot was upgraded to involvement in the 
main material during analysis. The interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim in their 
entirety. Selected quotes were translated and included in the following presentation of findings. 

The goal in a qualitative study is not representativeness, but rather to be able to gather sufficient 
diversity and depth of information. When the collected material is redundant, saturation is 
achieved.42 In the case of this study saturation means that the outcome space is regarded as 
representative for the whole group. 

4.4 Analysis
In analyzing from a phenomenographic perspective it is important to remember that the categories 
that ’emerge out of the material’ are actually constructed by the individual performing the analysis. 
While this might seem a problem, it also gives the researcher some liberty in describing what he or 
she sees. It is still the responsibility of the researcher to present the results as transparently as 
possible, and also report findings that speak against the researchers interpretations and 
categorizations. The analysis of phenomenographic material suggests a double context of 
transcriptions. The views are primarily interpreted in the context of its own interview transcript and 
secondly in the context of all interviews. There is a focal point in analysis that gathers several 
themes and emerging categories. Categories can not be related directly to individual voices in the 
interviews, but represent the whole material pool.43 

Concerning the creation of categories Stenfors-Hayes, Hult and Abrandt Dahlgren propose three 
criteria for reviewing the quality of a phenomenographic outcome space: 

41. Stenfors-Hayes, T., Hult, H. & Abrandt Dahlgren, M. (2013).
42. Stalmeijer, E.E., McNaughton, N., Van Mook, W.N.K.A. (2014).
43. Stenfors-Hayes, T., Hult, H. & Abrandt Dahlgren, M. (2013).
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1. Each category reveals something distinctive about a way of understanding the 
phenomenon.

2. The categories are logically related.
3. The critical variation seen in the data is represented by as few categories as possible.44

These criteria have been guiding the analysis. To be able to achieve this there needs to be some hig 
level aspects to relate the categories to. The common aspects I have found relates to learning and 
are the ground for comparing the categories under 5.4.

NVivo 11 software was used for transcription and part of the analysis. In working with the material 
the following steps, described by Dahlgren has been followed to reach a stable outcome space:45

1. Getting acquainted with the material: In this first step I listened to and read all interviews 
several times. 

2. Condensation: To make the material more workable meaningful passages in relation to the 
aim of the study were extracted from the interviews.

3. Comparation: The third and fourth step was done many times to find similarities and 
differences in the extracted material and...

4. Grouping: ...to sort passages into different groups and relate the groups to each other, by 
placing the citations under different headings in NVivo. 

5. Articulation of the categories: Find the essence of similarities in the groups. Here, the 
common aspects and the logical relation between categories started to evolve.

6. Naming of the categories: Through testing possibles way of naming along the aspects,   
differences were clarified and previous tensions and overlaps between the categories were 
solved.

7. Contrastation: At this final stage all passages were tested against the categories with the 
goal of making them exhaustive. 

While the list was a helpful guideline, it has not been a linear process. Sometimes there was a need 
to take a several steps back to reorder passages and groups to reach a conclusive result with as few 
categories as possible described as clearly as possible with the studied phenomena in mind. Does 
this actually describe students’ perceptions of learning through the collaborative creation and use of 
wikis?

4.5 Ethical considerations
All students were invited to participate on a voluntary basis through an invitation letter and in 
additional ways in the beginning of the course. As an informant, anxieties about different kinds of 
abuse, distorted reporting of views and broken integrity can be realities of an interview situation.46 
To assure a safe environment the interviews were held at the campus, at a time suitable to the 
informant. The informants were informed about the aim of the study and conditions for participating
through a written statement to which they approved consent before the beginning of the interview. It
was clearly specified that the study was a master student project and had no other connections with 
the HEL1 course module and that participants had the option of leaving the study at any time. The 
integrity of the informants are of primary concern. The individual informants remain anonymous in 

44. Stenfors-Hayes, T., Hult, H. & Abrandt Dahlgren, M. (2013).
45. Dahlgren, L. O. & Johansson, K. (2009).
46. Richards, H.M. & Schwartz, L.J. (2002).
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the presented material and the interview recordings are kept privately and available to the researcher
only. Gustafsson et al. highlights the importance of safe data handling and archiving.47 After the 
conclusion of the thesis project, the recordings will be permanently deleted and the transcriptions 
will be kept as an encrypted file. 

5 Findings
The findings of the analysis are presented along four categories that represent the outcome space 
that are logically related to each other, but at the same time distinctly separated. Each category is 
described with summaries and a number of quotations from the source material. Students perception
of the collaborative creation and use of wikis, in the present context is understood as a hierarchy in 
four categories: 

I. Course task oriented compilation of texts
II. Preparatory exam compendium
III. Representative knowledge artefact
IV. Knowledge artefact for future professional practice

5.1 Course task oriented compilation of texts
The first category of understanding creation and use of wiki for learning brings forward a rather 
task oriented approach that could be seen as a course task oriented compilation of texts. The way of 
working together around the wiki is steered by the groups strategic ambition to finish the course 
task as fast and easy as possible. The resulting wiki is characterized by short texts of lexical nature 
without a coherent structure.

In describing the working process of the group some students emphasize working in cooperation 
rather than collaboration. This is seen in how the members of the group divide the work along 
themes and sub themes, but then doing all the writing individually. 

I believe that we discussed writing together the first time, but I think we shot down that idea in 30 
seconds, because we found that it would take too much time [...] So the processes were very much 
individual. (Student 14) 

The work of making a wiki from the briefs was a matter of accumulating texts and sometimes 
adding what was missing. 

For some parts we saw that our individual briefs fitted. Other parts we wrote from scratch to cover 
all of it. Even if the briefs were fine, they were not always fully covering, in the sense of ...you can 
make a wiki of it. (Student 4)

There sometimes seems to be a tendency to do only what is required in the task description. It was 
something that you wanted done as fast as possible. 

I have a sense that it often only becomes a matter of a swift cutting and pasting [...] and something 
you want done as fast as possible. (Student 14)

While some reports engagement of the members others tell about a very pragmatic approach to the 
wiki, lack of group trust resulting in poor editing of the texts and even chaos when no one wants to 
take responsibility. 

47. Gustafsson, B., Hermerén, G. & Petersson, B. (2006).
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We said you could go there any time and change however you want. Then, when reviewing, you 
didn't dare to change anything written by someone else. So, I guess that was something we failed at.
We didn't know each other, didn't know each others’ limits or what people thought. (Student 7)

Some students reported that there were questions, in the beginning of their process concerning what 
a wiki is and how it should be formed. In their comments, students view the wiki as something that 
presents facts, not opinions or examples. It should be very brief, condensed, well structured and 
easy to comprehend. They found that for the case of the task it should be exhaustive for each theme.

A wiki-way, it's very different for different people. For me it is very brief, but still very explanatory. 
Like, rich on information, I think. I think I would explain it like that. In an understandable way, but 
the heart of what you want to say. And structured, like using bullets. (Student 2)

The learning objectives of the module were explicitly presented as the guiding mark for the wiki 
work in the task description. They seem to be a help and a driving force in the problem processing 
of the base group to reach for the relevant knowledge. 

Compiling theories and... yeah... you can see what is missing in relation to the learning objectives. 
[...] I had a good bridge between the learning objectives and the base group work. (Student 0)

5.2 Preparatory exam compendium
When the first category leans towards a rather course task oriented approach, to only ’getting it 
done’, a clear theme is highlighted that is related to the exam. The perceptions are oriented towards 
the use of the wiki in the context of exam preparation. This category describes the processing work 
in writing and using wikis as a writing of an preparatory exam compendium. The reflection that is 
made in this process is a highly individual activity of forming sentences of text using your own 
words, that helps, but also limits your understanding. The use of an editor role for the groups wiki 
points to a higher degree of collaboration than the first category, though not as developed as in the 
two categories to follow.

Students describe the wiki as a short, but well covering summary of what they have processed 
during the course. This made the wiki a helpful artefact to return to when the students started to 
prepare for the final exam: 

When studying towards the exam, you could go [to the wiki] to see what should be included and if 
something was missing you could find it in the wiki, the most important stuff. (Student 13)

While the wiki was seen as a good companion for exam preparation, differences between 
constructing the wiki and writing the exam was discerned: 

The exam seemed more like you should go deep into a few things while the wiki was more like 
shallow on all things. (Student 9)

The fact that the students had constructed the wiki themselves made it easy to understand, 
comprehend and return to as an object of reference that reminded them of what they knew as well as
a foundation of knowledge already built. This is highlighted by these two students:

More than everything, the wikis were very convenient when we were studying to the exam because 
we had our own compendium, that we had made ourselves. (Student 2)

In the HEL-course you really felt before you started to study for to the exam, that you had a very 
stable and wide foundation to stand on. There were a lot that you already knew and that you already
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had rehearsed through this work with the wiki. (Student 6)

The very process of writing the wiki compendium is described as a way of reflecting through 
forming sentences using your own words. As one student puts it: 

[...]you have to understand what you are writing to, kind of simplifying it. (Student 12)

The use of the editor role is used to coordinate the wiki construction process. This arrangement is a 
stronger form of collaboration than the individual cooperation in the first category, but it is weaker 
than the integrated work in the third and fourth categories. The editor role is touched on by this 
student:

Then we tried to write in the wiki after each base group meeting. Like, two persons each time ...that 
improved [our texts]. Then we could sit there and process the text more, to improve it, a little more 
than the first round. (Student 7)

The orientation towards exam preparation gives the wiki a quite lexical nature. The information put 
in the wiki is found to be of shallow quality, as described by one student:

[...] maybe that information... how can you put it, the catalogical knowledge [is there], if you could 
use that kind of expression, but, somehow not the analogical [knowledge]. (Student 4)

5.3 Representative knowledge artefact
The third category represents voices of a more collaborative way of working with the wiki in the 
group and what can possibly be gained from that. Collaboration takes place both as creation of their 
own group wiki and as reflection on other groups wikis. Also, this category emphasize the nature of 
wikis as link-structured artefacts that represent the group’s knowledge about the themes, rather than 
summarized compendia for exam preparation or just a collection of individually written texts. The 
third category therefore presents a collaborative construction of a representative knowledge artefact 
representing the knowledge of the group.

There were descriptions of both the process of working as a group with the wiki and the wiki itself 
that suggests a more integrated or coherent approach. It could be understood as a collaborative 
reflection that processes the texts into an integrated whole. One student compares the process of 
constructing the wiki with that of writing the individual briefs:

I think it is a good format for building together. Because all of us contributed in finding information
that we compiled together. It was different from the individual briefs, where you found it and put it 
together yourself and then only discussed it. (Student 12)

The collaborative reflection takes place as the whole group is gathered in the same room to review 
and give feedback on the texts and write together the texts of the group. 

We read through it, we met and watched it on a big screen and read each others texts [...] And we 
gave each other some feedback. (Student 3)

The wiki is described in terms of a structured whole, rather than just accumulated texts. A higher 
degree of collaboration contributes in achieving this. Some voices relate this more to what the wiki 
should be and others to how they perceive their group’s actual result. One student describes this 
reading and connecting of your texts and understanding with others:

And then, when reading through everything, you find that, oops, here we have a loose thread that 
you need to fill out in the larger context. And also connect it, in this way you organized it. To see, 
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aha, these theories could be categorized like this! (Student 6)

The structure of the wiki is perceived as important in constructing ones’ own understanding, which 
is evident from the following quotes:

Without a structure you can not have the foundation and without a foundation you can not really get
deep into it. (Student 10)

I had the sense that it should help us to get an overall picture of the subject, that is to be able to... 
connect it somehow. You could link the different parts together so you get a better understanding of 
how things relate. (Student 12)

And one student makes a clearer connection between the structure of linked wiki pages and your 
own understanding of the concepts:

[...] to see that this and this is interrelated because it's on the same page. (Student 2)

In addition to the group’s own wiki and the contribution of the members as material for reflection 
and discussion, other groups’ wikis in relation to the group’s own wiki brought new perspectives for
learning. On reflection, the group finds what is missing in their own or the other groups’ wikis. 
They also find what is the same, but described from a different perspective. 

Having good summaries, but at the same time different summaries, gives you several ways of 
learning. That was how I understood the ultimate meaning with it all. And of course, how do you 
say, a chance for you to reflect over it when you write it. So it is repetition and it gives you 
opportunities to see things from other points of view. (Student 4)

The artefact that the group has constructed is a representation of what the students have learned. It 
is described as something to bring along the continuing learning journey: 

Yeah, at the beginning we probably thought that this was unnecessary. Why should we do this? But 
in the end we found [the wiki] very good, because it turned out to be a summary of what we had 
learned that you always can take with you. [...]
I think that you learned, and since it became like a foundation that you could take with you, like a 
backpack, it turned out very well. (Student 13)

Some students described the wiki as evidence of learning, to him or herself or to someone else. It is 
a formal representation of your own or the group’s knowledge:

[...] to be able to actually prove, that I know this! [...]
So, even if I should forget some of it, I am sure that I could go there and... yeah, that’s right, this is 
what we talked about! (Student 1)

So I think that what you have learned and what you have been working on is well represented in our
wiki. (Student 6)

5.4 Knowledge artefact for future professional practice
The fourth and last description category presents collaboration around the wiki work as a health 
care team related practice and the wiki itself as an artefact with parallels in the electronic patient 
record. This category is different from the first three in that the perceptions exceed the limits of the 
present course context. Student descriptions here are preliminary understandings of the context in 
which they will operate in the future. The fourth category is seen as a collaborative construction of a
knowledge artefact related to future professional practice.
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Students describe the wiki construction process as a kind of teamwork, where different professions 
and roles collaborates in practices to achieve certain goals. The following students reflect on the 
wiki in terms of achieving a common result as a team. 

I think it reflects some kind of group work in general. To be a group that should achieve something 
together, and that is clearly how you work in health care in many ways. This teamwork, I mean. 
(Student 11)

Then it's more like working in a team and doing it together. In health care you are a team that 
should work together to do something, a result you should reach together like a goal. (Student 13)

Another team work aspect that was described by the students was that of taking roles in the group: 

I think it was interesting to see how others and yourself were working in a group. What role are you 
taking and other things. It can be very good for the future, because then we will work in teams. 
(Student 10)

Using the extended health care team to learn and form an understanding together is also a subject 
that one student reflect on: 

The first thing I can think of is that you ask each other for advice, that you have a discussion. Like, 
when starting the wiki work, ask ’what do you want to do, what do you want to work on?’. And then 
when you needed to find some reference or know what to write, you could ask someone else. I think 
that two colleagues... or [people] working at different departments talk to each other, ’What do you 
think?’. (Student 1)

The work to produce the wiki is by some students compared to the practice of keeping an electronic 
patient record. It is described as an object of collaboration over time and between different 
professions. These two students develop this analogy in terms of an interprofessional collaboration 
around the patient’s health history: 

The point of wikis, health care work... then patient records, the work with patient records, to sum up
a patient’s health history, or what there could be in a patient record, and do that in a way that other 
people can read and draw conclusions from. I am convinced that there are standards for writing 
patient records, but it is still an effort made by a lot of people on a common subject and that should 
be understood by hundreds. I guess that is a parallel to the wiki, again, to create something 
together, to work collaboratively. (Student 15)

Actually, it feels like a patient record, that everyone logs into and adds input into, that you can 
share and that can live on. What I can think of, that is very good, is the collaboration, the 
interprofessional collaboration. (Student 4)

In this context of the electronic patient record one voice describes the relation of the wiki and 
individual briefs: 

Then you could say that the individual briefs are everyone’s particular view and the wiki is where 
we compile all knowledge between different people in health care. And if you look at it this way, it is
very odd if everyone produces their own part by yourself. There should be more common work, if 
you make that parallel. (Student 14)
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5.5 Comparing the categories
When laying out the four categories there are similarities and differences that emerge in the 
analysis. In the next part of the thesis different dimensions of learning in the categories will be 
discussed in light of the theoretical background. Here, though, the main features of the categories 
are compared (Table 1) from the perspective of the knowledge artefact description, the degree of 
collaboration in the process and the contextual orientation in the the collaborative creation and use 
of the wiki, in the particular context. These common aspects were identified in the process of 
analyzing the descriptions made by the students. In the presentation (Table 1) it becomes clear that 
there is a hierarchic progression from category I to category IV along the three aspects. This will be 
developed in the following discussion. 

Table 1: Comparing the categories. Qualitative differences in comparing the categories of the 
outcome space.

Knowledge artefact 
(Product)

Degree of collaboration 
(Process)

Contextual orientation 
(Purpose)

I - Course task oriented 
compilation of texts

Compilation of loosely 
related texts

Cooperation in initial 
division of labor

Focus on finishing the 
course task

II - Preparatory exam 
compendium

Compendium of short texts 
related to course themes

Coordination through use of
editors 

Orientation towards the 
Exam

III - Representative 
knowledge artefact

Knowledge artefact coherent 
in structure, content and form

Collaboration throughout 
the authoring/reviewing 
process

Using the wiki to 
understand the course 
content

IV - Knowledge artefact 
for future professional 
practice

Future practice related 
knowledge artefact

Group collaborates as an 
interprofessional team

Orientation towards future 
professional practice

6 Discussion
In the preceding chapter the description categories of the outcome space were presented along the 
voices of students. In this part the methodology and the findings of the study will be discussed. In 
the discussion of the findings, a three dimensional wiki learning model will be presented and put 
into dialog with previous research. Finally the findings will be discussed in the perspective of 
problem based and interprofessional learning. 

6.1 Discussion of methodology
In this part certain methodological aspects that had special importance during the thesis work is 
discussed.
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6.1.1 Criticism on phenomenography
Important critique has been voiced towards the phenomenographic approach. While bringing 
important contributions to educational research there is a lack of a theoretical foundation to build 
on: ”Phenomenography represented the attempt to provide an ad hoc and post hoc underpinning for 
the methodology”.48 Richardson compares phenomenography with grounded theory, that shares the 
empirical approach in finding new understandings and theoretical concepts. He suggests a change of
direction of phenomenographic research towards a more straight forward constructivistic starting 
point, without analytical claims. However, the value of phenomenographic research, according to 
Larsson, rests on the pragmatic criteria, which means that the quality of the analysis depends on to 
what extent future education from the resulting description categories leads to an increased 
understanding of the content.49 My impression is that the strength of the phenomenographic 
approach is the limitation made in the claims about the outcome space, avoiding the universal 
claims of positivistic epistemology. The pragmatic criteria gives the possibility of both the creativity
of constructivism and the empirical anchoring of realism. 

Säljö points to weaknesses in the application of phenomenographic research. According to Säljö, it 
is often unclear what is the individual’s experiences of the phenomenon and what is their 
description of the same phenomenon. Compared to the confusion between the essence and the 
perceptions of a phenomenon, this confusion is a little bit more delicate. It has more to do with the 
actual application than the phenomenographic approach itself. Säljö suggests that researchers refer 
to the ’describing practice’ of the individual rather than the experience of the individual.50 
According to Larsson it is important in phenomenography to anchor the interpretation in interview 
texts.51 Even though phenomenographic research claims to be descriptive there is a risk of being too
creative in the interpretation of results. This can cause a loss of methodological coherence when the 
analysis is too far from what is found in the actual material. In the presentation of the findings of 
this study there are comments of clarification, but I have strived to only refer to descriptions made 
by students. Comments with my own interpretations is placed in the discussion of results. 

Different triangulation strategies can be used to counter the tendency to read too much into the 
material. Larsson suggests that independent researchers are consulted to review connections 
between data and the conclusions.52 A similar arrangement is suggested by Stenfors-Hays et al, 
where a group of independent researchers conduct an analysis of parts of the same material to find 
and compare the units of meaning with the results. Towards the end of the analysis phase answers to
one of the main interview questions were given to a group of researchers of medical education, as 
described by Stenfors-Hays et al. The resulting units of meaning, as well as the broader discussion 
around the material was found to be highly resonating with the findings of my own analysis. Still, 
the selection and naming of categories and how they are presented represent my own understanding 
resulting from the active dialogue with my supervisors. 

On the other hand, Åkerlind critiques the tendency of phenomenographic research to be far too 
careful in its claims. When the claims are too local and dependent on the exact situational context, 
the research is in risk of becoming irrelevant to its audience.53 In discussion with earlier research I 

48. Richardson, J. T. E. (1999), p. 81.
49. Larsson, S. (2005). Referring to personal conversation with Marton. 
50. Säljö, R. (1997).
51. Larsson, S. (2005).
52. Larsson, S. (2005).
53. Åkerlind, G. (2015).
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present my own findings in a model that hopefully supports the design of wiki learning in the 
future. 

6.1.2 Trustworthiness
The trustworthiness or rigor of a qualitatively oriented study can be discussed in how credible, 
transferable, dependable and confirmable it is.54 Firstly, concerning credibility, are there any biases 
in the data selection and collection process? As being part of the development group that designed 
the HEL1 course module held during the study as well as tutor in two PBL groups, I do not enter the
researcher’s position without assumptions of how the learning arrangement should work and the 
reasons for educational choices. I seek to be clear with my own assumptions in the analysis when 
needed to keep my role as researcher in the project as clear as possible. I advised students in my 
PBL groups against participation in the study. The student in the pilot interview was one of my own 
students. While it was clearly specified what the conditions of the interview was, it can not be ruled 
out that this student’s answers were affected by this relationship. The other students were not known
to me, but some might still have recognized me as one of the supervisors in the course. One risk of 
being too engaged in the project and students is also the possibility of bias in my own views. I have 
therefore strived to set aside defensive attitudes and views on how it ’should work’. This has been 
discussed regularly with my supervisors. On the other hand personal knowledge of the processes of 
the present course is also of help in understanding/interpreting the learning activities. Curiosity of 
the views of the students is a personal driving force for the study. Another credibility aspect 
concerns the analysis process. Has the data been analyzed in an appropriate way and are the 
conclusions cross-checked? Two ways of triangulation have been used. Firstly, a critical view has 
been provided by my main supervisor, and secondly, the group of experienced researchers that 
provided their own analysis of a part of the material. My view is that these constructions give the 
results a higher credibility. 

The results are only valid as results in this specific study context. There is no generalizability as 
such. Another set of informants might give other answers. The exact results are therefore hard to 
confirm. However, I consider the results to be transferable. Lincoln & Guba asks for a thick 
description of the narrative and context.55 The context of the study is presented with the intention to 
provide an understanding of the research process in the actual context so the results could possibly 
be applied in and adjusted to another context. There has not been any directions or preferences from
the larger project, in which this study is carried out, regarding what the results should be. There are 
therefore no dependencies to report. 

6.2 Discussion of results
Since the learning activity using wikis is carried out in a PBL learning environment, I will discuss 
the findings in relation to the previously presented theories of PBL. But first I will discuss the 
results towards a three dimensional model of wiki learning (see Figure 2). 

54. Schwandt, T. A., Lincoln, Y. S., & Guba, E. G. (2007).
55. Schwandt, T. A., Lincoln, Y. S., & Guba, E. G. (2007).
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6.2.1 Three dimensions of wiki learning
In Table 1 three aspects of learning are presented. They are identified in the description categories 
as common axes around which the categories turn. These aspects are presented as three dimensions 
of wiki learning; the knowledge artefact (product), the degree of collaboration (process) and the 
contextual orientation (purpose). In the four description categories of the outcome space the three 
dimensions take shape in different ways and form the qualitative difference between them. 

I. Course task oriented compilation of texts
II. Preparatory exam compendium
III. Representative knowledge artefact
IV. Knowledge artefact for future professional practice

wiki as product - Knowledge artefact
’Product’ refers to the resulting knowledge artefact of the collaborative wiki construction process. 
Ludvigsen et al. defines knowledge artefacts as ”objects that combine material and semiotic 
aspects”.56 In case of the wiki, it's not a matter of a physical material object, but a digital artefact 
that is treated in many ways just like a material object. The term semiotic can be understood as the 
wiki and its linked pages referencing something more than the pages themselves, an artefact that 
refers to domains of knowledge. This is heard from some student voices that describe the pages and 
the links between them as a help in understanding and structuring the knowledge. 

There are degrees regarding the description of the product dimension identified in the outcome 
space. In category I - course task oriented compilation of texts, the product is referred to as a 
compilation of texts. There is a limited degree of linking between the texts and pages. They are 
written and formatted individually, which potentially leaves the reader with a pile of loosely 
connected texts around one theme. Category II - preparatory exam compendium, represents a 
further developed form and content that support the group of students in their preparation for the 
final exam. Some students refer to the lexical nature of the wiki that helps in ’strategic’ learning, 
which means filling the mind with as much information as possible to the point of assessment. The 
third category (III) - representative knowledge artefact, represents a high degree of integration of 
the knowledge domain and the wiki pages. The pages are rich in content and linking between pages 
helps the students in developing understandings of the parts and how they relate to the whole 
knowledge objective. The wiki is to some extent in alignment with the groups’ understandings of 
the concepts. Knowledge artefact for future professional practice, which is the fourth category (IV), 
represents an at least equally developed coherence as in the case of category III. However, there is a
hint towards a more distinctive context that is wider than the course module objectives and the 
exam. The artefact is shared for a future IPL team context, rather than a current PBL context. This 
shared and future sense is evident in the students’ referring to electronic patient records. While there
is explicit mentioning of this shared professional artefact in the module, the students find common 
attributes of the wiki and the patient record. This is taken as evidence of a wider learning and 
understanding of the wiki construction and use. The knowledge artefact as presented by Ludvigsen 
et al as a space of learning as well as evidence of learning reflects the way the wiki can be used.57 
The learning space is opened through the connection between understanding of the knowledge 
domain concepts and the actual pages, texts and other objects of the wiki. This infer an active role 
of the wiki arrangement in collaborative learning. The resulting product can be an object of 
knowledge assessment by both students, as is done when groups review other groups’ wikis, and 

56. Ludvigsen, S., Stahl, G., Law, N. & Cress, U. (2015), p. 1.
57. Ludvigsen, S., Stahl, G., Law, N. & Cress, U. (2015).
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potentially teachers. Finally, the wiki, as in the case of the preparatory exam compendium, gives 
students the possibility to return to, what is called communication texts by Ronteltap.58 This is seen 
in students referring to ’a backpack’ or ’foundation’ to come back to, that is a feature of the product 
dimension. 

wiki as purpose - Contextual orientation 
The product dimension referred to construction of an object, that could have different features. 
When it comes to purpose, as use in a certain context, there is a reference to orientation. 

Marton & Booth refers to individuals having a surface learning approach or a deep learning 
approach. The main difference being that the surface approach focuses on the sign itself, for 
example the text, and the deep approach focuses on that which is signified, the meaning of the text. 
In their research, forming what today is referred to as phenomenography, they find differences in 
perceptions.59 A wiki is comparable to a text artefact, but it is not only a matter of reading or using, 
but also a possibility to build structures of knowledge. Entwistle develops the approaches to 
learning. The intention with the surface approach is to cope with course requirements and there is a 
lack of reflection on why the content is important. The material is seen as unrelated bits of 
knowledge which is memorized. The insufficient understanding brings unnecessary pressure and 
worry about work. The deep approach brings the intention to understand the presented ideas for 
yourself. Content is related to previous knowledge and experience and structures of understanding. 
There is also a higher sense of critical thinking. In addition to the surface and deep approach to 
learning, Entwistle adds a strategic approach with the intention to achieve the highest grades. This 
approach needs considerable effort in finding the right materials, studying the assessment 
requirements and hints of lecturers preferred preferences.60 The first two categories could be seen as
having more of a surface approach to the collaborative construction and use of wikis, in referencing 
Marton & Booth.61 In the case of course task oriented compilation of texts (I), there is a clear 
orientation towards fulfillment of the course module task to create a wiki. Some groups decide to 
take the shortest path, while others decide to use, or eventually find the wiki as a tool for exam 
preparation, as in category II (preparatory exam compendium). The task and the wiki itself becomes
’the sign’ that is in focus for the student. There is also a clear strategic approach to learning in the 
first two categories in the intention to reach the assignment requirements and passing the 
examination.62 

In the third category III - representative knowledge artefact, the orientation is towards learning the 
course content, or the signified ’meaning of the text’, while constructing and using the wiki.63 The 
group makes the wiki their own, in the sense that they engage themselves in making it meaningful 
for their own learning, rather than achieving only what is thought to be required. It therefore results 
in a higher degree of coherence in the content and form of the wiki pages. The fourth category is 
oriented towards future IPL team practice. This means that the group implicitly or explicitly 
develops an understanding of the group and the wiki assignment that is beyond the task, exam and 
wiki itself. The students hint towards a willingness to become well functioning team members in 
their future professions. This points towards a more active professional identification in the fourth 

58. Ronteltap, F. (2006) 
59. Marton, F. & Booth, S. (1997).
60. Entwistle, N. (2005).
61. Marton, F. & Booth, S. (1997).
62. Entwistle, N. (2005).
63. Marton, F. & Booth, S. (1997).
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category IV (Knowledge artefact for future professional practice).

The learning approaches presented by Marton & Booth and Entwistle is primarily referring to 
individual learning.64 In this study, the orientation of learning is referring to collaborative learning, 
or at least learning in a group.However, the different approaches are clearly present in the different 
categories and presented here as different orientations. 

wiki as process - Degree of collaboration
With Dillenbourgs’ definition of collaboration as ”[...] jointly working together on a task and not by
dividing it into individual sub-tasks that are later assembled” it could be said that the results report a
varying degree of collaboration.65 Judd et al. reported that what was seen as a high level of 
collaboration in writing, editing and commenting turned out to be a lot of individual work in 
parallel processes.66 Hadjerrouit suggests a taxonomy of collaboration in wikis that is measured in 
terms of technical interaction in the wiki arrangement and the actual texts. 

1. Actions associated with technical issues, such as presentation, appearance and structure 
2. Actions on content, which do not change the meaning of sentences or links 
3. Actions on content, which alter the meaning of sentences or links 67

In the four categories a progression of collaboration can be identified along the overall group 
working process around the wiki. At the base level, there is cooperation between the individuals in 
the beginning of the process, as in the case of category I, where different tasks are distributed in the 
group. Partly due to lack of group trust, little collaboration in and around the written texts during or 
after the individual work takes place. In category II there is a higher degree of group engagement 
that is manifest in coordination through the editor role. The third level of group wiki work is 
collaboration, which is seen in the last two categories. Here the work is done more together in the 
group. Some describe how they sit in the same room writing and editing together. Since 
collaborative competence is an important aspect of professionality in health care, training needs to 
be arranged for in the curriculum design, to which the wiki can be a helpful tool.68 

The process of constructing and using the wiki has some similarities with the concept of knowledge 
building, defined by Scardamalia and Bereiter, as a socio-cultural process that takes place in a 
community.69 Using this definition Kimmerle et al presents what they term learning - the wiki way, 
having five main features: (1) A community of learners is involved, that (2) use a shared digital 
artefact to collaborate. (3) Learning processes are self-regulated and informal. (4) Emphasis is on 
the collaborative product, the jointly created artefact. (5) The community builds new knowledge or 
expertise.70 In comparing with Kimmerle et al, the findings of this study and the proposed three 
dimensional model present similar characteristics of wiki learning. The community that 
collaboratively create and use digital artefacts as knowledge representations is clearly a form of 
social knowledge building. What this study adds to the research is a further understanding of the 
purpose aspect, the orientation of the wiki work as an adaptor of the use in relation to the context. 

64. Marton, F. & Booth, S. (1997); Entwistle, N. (2005).
65. Dillenbourg, P. (1999).
66. Judd, T., Kennedy, G. & Cropper, S. (2010).
67. Hadjerrouit, S. (2014).
68. Barr, H. (1998); Oandasan, I & Reeves, S. (2005).
69. Scardamalia, M. & Bereiter, C. (2003).
70. Kimmerle, J., Moskaliuk, J. & Cress, U. (2009). 
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The three dimensions of wiki learning that is discussed here could be summarized in the model laid 
out in Figure 2. The model should be read topographically, reaching higher complexity in the center,
with a higher degree of collaboration, a deeper learning approach and product with a closer 
contextual orientation. The levels 1-4 represent the four description categories. Though the model is
an obvious simplification of the discussion of the findings, it is hopefully helpful in designing wiki 
learning activities in similar learning contexts. The model presents a hierarchic progression between
the levels/categories.

Figure 2: Three dimensions of wiki learning

6.2.2 Wiki learning in a problem based learning context 

It is imperative for students to learn to work according to the fundamental concepts of PBL. As 
stated in the beginning, a fundamental question is whether online tools are helpful for PBL 
methodology. The special characteristics of PBL demands well functioning tools for the 
combination of individual and collaborative learning processes. The outcome space will here be 
discussed in relation to the foundational concepts for PBL, as presented above.71 72 73 74

Relevance to future context
In the first two PBL concepts by Barrows, real world scenarios and contextualization of the core 
concepts, the context has a special emphasis. The real world, rather than theoretical concepts should

71. Barrows, H. (1985).
72. Dahlgren, L. O. (2009).
73. de Graaff, E. & Kolmos, A. (2003).
74. Lund, E. Silén, C. (2001).
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be the the starting point, and the core thematic concepts should continuously relate to the context. 
de Graaff and Kolmos highlights the relation to professional practice.75 In the base groups this is 
done through real world related scenarios that guides the problem processing. In the work with the 
wiki this real world relation is primarily seen in the fourth category that brings forth health care 
team work collaboration and the practice of keeping EPRs. When the artefact is just a compilation 
or a compendium there is no direct connection to professional practice or the health care team 
collaboration. When the wiki becomes a collaborative knowledge artefact and even identified as a 
parallel to the electronic patient record there is a closer relation to these PBL concepts. 

Shared ownership
Group work is maybe the strongest characteristic of PBL. The learning task is owned by the group, 
which by Barrows is called a ’shared ownership of the learning task’.76 This does not always come 
naturally, but needs engagement by the group members both in the group process and on the 
individual learning journey. Especially since the HEL1 base groups are novices at PBL, there are 
obstacles to deal with before the students get the point of being a group and take the lead in their 
own learning process. de Graaff and Kolmos also emphasizes the self-directedness of the base 
groups.77 Johansson et al. shows that the learning process in PBL is supported by the use of writing 
briefs as it challenges the student to reflect and articulate her or his own knowledge.78 In the same 
way, though collaboratively, the group is challenged to collaborate in articulation, structuring and 
reviewing the wiki. According to Duncan, student-centered learning and development of group 
cohesion was, in the view of the students, fruits of the asynchronous PBL tasks, which like 
categories III - representative knowledge artefact, and IV - knowledge artefact for future 
professional practice, speaks of a development of shared ownership.79 The categories reflect the fact
that there is a varying degree of collaboration in the wiki work in the base groups. When there is 
cooperation or coordination rather than collaboration, as in the first two categories, this is a sign of 
a lower group engagement and a less shared ownership of the learning task. However, I would argue
that the wiki has the potential to support the group- and self-directed learning processes and thus 
PBL as such. As reported by Soosaya & Rethinasamy a blended approach to PBL, as in the case of 
the wiki, at least potentially enhance the group interaction, which is a sign of collaboration and 
shared ownership.80 The results in this study are also in line with Moskaliuk et al in acknowledging 
the enabling and collaboratively knowledge-building character of the wiki arrangement.81 

Reflection and assessment
Dahlgren adds meta-reflection as an important concept to PBL. The three processes of the group, 
self-directed learning and problem processing are in the focus of the evaluation and reflection of the
base group at every meeting. Some wiki-software solutions includes a discussion board module 
where members can reflect and discuss the content on a meta level. This is not the case in the 
LISAM wiki that is used in HEL1. Instead, the discussion happens mainly at the base group 
meetings. In the interviews though, some students mention using a Facebook group discussion to 
share material and discuss the contents of the wiki. In addition to group meetings and other 
arrangements of choice, reflection on the wiki is also done in the wiki-seminar. Assessment should, 

75. de Graaff, E. & Kolmos, A. (2003).
76. Barrows, H. (1985).
77. de Graaff, E. & Kolmos, A. (2003)
78. Johansson, M., Sandén, P., och Johansson, A. (2011).
79. Duncan, M.J., Smith, M., Cook, K. (2013). 
80. Soosaya, A.E.R. & Rethinasamy, S. (2013).
81. Moskaliuk, J., Kimmerle, J., Cress, U. (2012).
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according to de Graaff and Kolmos be compatible with the objectives of the learning process. This 
is not the case here, since the module is mainly assessed via the traditional final exam. The learning 
in PBL to a large extent takes place in the base group, and is therefore a social learning process. The
exam, on the other hand, is a very individual assessment process. Since the assessment in the 
university setting has legal status, each individual must be assessed in some way. The wiki is 
perceived as a knowledge artefact, an evidence of learning. It is also a social learning artefact. To 
some extent, what is in the wiki, according to student perceptions reflects their knowledge and 
could therefore possibly constitute grounds for assessment. However, the wiki is a group artefact 
and fails in representing the individuals’ knowledge. One assessment technique that is of special 
interest in this regard is portfolio. The student collects knowledge artefacts, adds reflections of his 
or her own learning process in relation to learning objectives. Chang et al reports positive effects on
generic knowledge management competences like knowledge sharing, innovation, acquisition, 
application, and accumulation with portfolio assessment.82 The portfolio could be assessed 
individually, and at the same time contain both collaborative and individual artefacts. I find the 
wiki, as a collaborative knowledge artefact well suited for the portfolio and of value in both 
formative and summative assessment. 

In summing up, wiki as a knowledge artefact, when designed carefully, works well for PBL. It can 
be designed as a learning activity oriented towards the future professional context, created and used 
collaboratively in the PBL base group and it can be assessed as evidence of learning together with 
individual learning reflections in an assessment portfolio.  

6.3 Further research
From the results and discussion of this master project, suggestions for future research would be to 
further investigate the creation and use of digital knowledge artefacts. Of special interest is the 
connection between the collaborative wiki process and the processes of PBL, for example through 
further analysis of the interaction in a group’s problem processing in relation to the collaborative 
development of the wiki as seen in the change logs. A second perspective would be teachers’ 
assessment strategy when using collaborative artefacts as evidence of learning for individual 
students in portfolios. A third, and different trail of future research would be to investigate how wiki
construction and use could prepare students for professional practice in electronic patient records. 

7 Conclusion
The aim of the present study was formulated as a quest to investigate students’ perceptions of 
learning through the collaborative creation and use of wikis. Through semi-structured interviews 
analysis using a phenomenographic approach, the findings showed that the outcome space could be 
described as a four category hierarchy: 

I. Course task oriented compilation of texts
II. Preparatory exam compendium
III. Representative knowledge artefact
IV. Knowledge artefact for future professional practice

The results add to the sparse research on student views on online techniques for PBL. In discussing 
the findings three dimensions of learning were proposed as a way of understanding the outcome 
space; wiki as product - the resulting artefact, wiki as purpose - the contextual orientation of 
collaborative student work and wiki as a collaborative process - the degree of collaborative work. 

82. Chang, C., Tseng, K., Liang, C., Chen, T. (2013). 
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These dimensions of wiki learning are considered helpful in understanding what the students 
describe and what is taking place in the creation and use of wiki in the case of PBL. They could be 
construed as a somewhat general model of wiki learning that can be used for understanding learning
as well as a tool for constructing wiki learning activities in PBL and beyond. In addition to the two 
dimensions of learning found in earlier research, spaces for learning and representation of learning, 
this study adds a third dimension of contextual orientation. This dimension points towards a 
surface-to-deep learning in the wiki work. The deep approach serves interprofessional learning well 
and prepares students for future professional practice.
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APPENDIX 1: Invitation to participation

16 september 2015

INBJUDAN TILL MEDVERKAN I INTERVJUSTUDIE
Jag heter Björn Asserhed och läser ett masterprogram med inriktning mot medicinsk pedagogik vid
Linköpings Universitet. Jag vill härmed inbjuda dig att vara med i en intervjustudie kring studenters 
uppfattningar om kollaborativt och interprofessionellt lärande i kursmomentet Hälsa, Etik och 
Lärande, del 1 (HEL1).

Anmälan
Anmälan om deltagande sker via e-post till mig. Jag återkommer till dig för att bestämma tid och 
plats för intervjun. Anmälan sker senast 30 september.

Genomförande
Intervjuerna är individuella och kommer att hållas direkt efter kursmomentets slut (slutet av 
oktober) och beräknas ta ca 45-60 minuter. Intervjuerna transkriberas och analyseras. Som 
informant hålls du helt anonym i allt material. Du kan när som helst utan att ange skäl avbryta ditt 
deltagande i studien genom att meddela mig.

Bakgrund
Intervjuerna utgör datainsamling för min masteruppsats och är en del av ett utvecklingsprojekt vid 
medicinska fakulteten som syftar till att utveckla de interprofessionella momenten i 
professionsutbildningarna. I nuvarande fas av projektet intervjuas både studenter och lärare/ 
handledare i HEL1 med frågor kring bl.a. portfolio, individuella basgruppsunderlag och wiki.
Har du frågor kring studien är du välkommen att ta kontakt med mig eller handledare till uppsatsen.

Björn Asserhed 
bjorn.asserhed@liu.se 
0702-677960

Elaine Sjögren, IMH (Handledare) 
elaine.sjogren@liu.se 
013-282661

Mattias Ekstedt, IMH (Bitr. handledare) 
mattias.ekstedt@liu.se
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APPENDIX 2: Interview guide

Intervjuguide

The aim of this study is to investigate how students learn through collaborative creation of 
digital portfolio artefacts
> What are students’ perceptions of learning through collaborative creation of wikis 

Öppningsfråga
1. Ni har skapat en wiki för varje temaområde. Hur har ni gått tillväga när ni arbetat med wikis i er 
basgrupp? Beskriv processen. Användning av IBUer?

Om wiki
2. Vad uppfattar du är poängen med wiki-uppgiften i HEL1? Når man den? hinder/stöd?
3. Finns det några likheter mellan wiki-arbetet och hur man arbetar i vården?
4. Vad har du för nytta av era wikis?
5. Vad skulle du ge för råd till nästa termins basgrupper om arbetet med wikis?

Avslutning
6. Är det något annat kring arbetet med wikis som du vill skicka med?

——
Uppföǉande och fördjupande frågor
- Hur menar du då?
- Vad lägger du i det begreppet?
- Vad betyder det för dig?
- Förklara mer om…?
- Kan du ge exempel?
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